the aim of this paper is to demonstrate a legal phenomenon of the substitution of heirs present in testaments composed for non-romans in roman egypt. the paper also seeks to analyse the possible influence of the local substitution of heirs on the one in roman wills.
Before discussing the phenomenon of the substitution of heirs in the law of papyri 1 , the cretio clause preserved in roman wills mostly from egypt needs to be examined. according to gaius, the proper cretio clause should be composed as follows.
G. 2,165: cum ergo ita scriptum sit hereS titiuS eSto, adicere debemus cernitoque in centuM diebuS proXiMiS quibuS ScieS poteriSque. quodni ita creveriS, eXhereS eSto.
after the sentence 'titius shall be my heir', we must add 'he shall accept (the inheritance) within one hundred days beginning as soon as you are aware and able to do so. But if you do not accept, you win shall be disinherited'. a very similar phrase is well attested in papyri; it was based on the repetitive pattern: Cernitoque hereditatem meam in diebus centum proximis quibus sciet poteritque testari se mihi heredem esse/ 2 -'He shall accept my inheritance within one hundred days beginning as soon as he is aware and able to testify that he is my heir'. the clause is present in both the copies of wills 3 and three original wills preserved on tablets; one document belonging to the latter group comes from wales 4 , which shows that the cretio clause was the standard element of roman wills.
the aim of the cretio clause in roman law was to force an appointed heir to decide about accepting the inheritance within the speci-2 there is no doubt that before alexander severus' constitution on the language of wills roman testaments as formal acts could be composed and written solely in Latin. the only exception to this rule was fideicommissum (g. [2] the SubStitution oF heirS in willS FroM roMan eGypt fied period of time (usually a hundred days 5 ) and to appoint another heir, if the first one did not accept it 6 . indeed, some testaments from egypt contain this clause in exactly the same function. such an example is P. Oxy. XXXViii 2857 (ad 134, oxyrhynchos), where the cretio formula is followed by the disinheritance clause, l. 9 'but if she does not accept and testify (that she is my heir), she shall be disinherited'. the next sentence expressed the appointment of a substitute, tiberius claudius Ptolemaios, her son, shall be my heir in the second degree' 7 . However, not all wills containing the substitution clause follow the described pattern. for instance, in the will of gaius Longinus castor the formula is slightly different than the one quoted above. they (the heirs) shall accept my inheritance, each (shall accept) her part as soon as she is aware and able to testify that she is my heir and that it is not allowed (for them) either to sell or to pledge. But if the above-written marcella suffers human fate, i want her part of my inheritance to fall to sarapion, sokrates, and Longos. the same concerns cleopatra, i want her part to fall to neilos.
the quoted passage differs significantly from the scheme. first, it does not specify when the heirs should accept the inheritance. second, it does not contain the disinheritance formula, but sarapion, sokrates, Longos, and neilos are to inherit gaius Longinus castor's property, if marcella or cleopatra die. the clause is very unclear. such a disposition is quite similar to substitutio pupilaris, which allowed the testator to appoint an heir for his own underage heir. of course, such an explanation must be excluded, since both slave women were adults, which is expressly stated in the first disposition 13 . on the other hand, if an heir in the first degree died before testator's death, substitutio vulgaris was in effect. such an interpretation of the clause seems quite imaginable, especially that the heirs, marcella and cleopatra, were gaius Longinus castor's slaves, hence they were heredes necessarii, who could not dismiss inheritance. However, a few reservations must be made. rafał taubenschlag observed that 'the substitutio vulgaris, however, shows in the will of gaius Longinus castor a full departure from the imperative words prescribed by roman rules and a strong attachement to Hellenistic forms' 14 . according to taubenschlag, not only the words were not 'roman' but also the idea 13 about underlining slave's age in this will, see j.g. keenan, 18 . therefore, the clause present in gaius Longinus castor's will could be interpreted either as substitutio vulgaris, appointing heirs in the second degree in case of their death preceding testator's passing away, or as 'una clausola di stile'.
However, also a third explanation of the quoted passage could be proposed. in wills composed for non-romans we find a clause of substitution that is very different from the roman one. the clause aims at appointing successors in case of the death of heirs in the first degree. 15 ibidem. 16 g. 2.174: interdum duos pluresve gradus heredum facimus, hoc modo L. titiUs Heres esto cernitoQUe in dieBUs <centUm> ProXimis QUiBUs scies PoterisQUe. QUodni ita creVeris, eXHeres esto. tUm maeViUs Heres esto cernitoQUe in dieBUs centUm et reliqua. et deinceps in quantum velimus substituere possumus. sometimes we appoint heirs in the second or further degree in this way: 'Lucius titius shall be the heir and he shall accept (the inheritance) within one hundred days beginning as soon as you are aware and able to do so. But if you do not accept, he shall be disinherited. then maevius shall be the heir and he shall accept (the inheritance) within one hundred days', and so on. and afterwards we can substitute as many heirs as we want to. 17 an example of such a practice is attested in a Hellenistic will reedited as P. Petr I 2 25 (226-225 Bc, Krokodilonpolis). a testator determined that after his wife's passing away her part of the inheritance should be divided among their common children. Her part should be shared between children of both sexes, if the daughters were unmarried at the moment of her death. if the female descendants were married, however, the portion of their mother should be acquired by the sons.
the substitution of successors appears also in the local testaments from the roman period; it was constructed in the following way: after the phrase names of successors were listed, then the phrase , and the description of inheriting persons 19 . this solution seems very similar to the one appearing in the will of gaius Longinus castor, hence it could be interpreted as similar to substitutio vulgaris, although only a few texts give more evidence on the substitution of heirs in local wills 20 .
should one of them die without children and without a will, his portion of my estate shall belong to the other; should the other one, which god forbid, also die without children and without a will, it shall not be contested that one of my next of kin shall benefit 21 .
there cannot be any doubt that the quoted phrase is the substitution of heirs in case of their death after accepting the inheritance, thus appointing heirs for heirs. this phenomenon is very close to substitutio pupilaris, except that the heirs in the first degree are not minors, and even if they are minors as in case of two out of three heirs in the will of eudaemon (P. Oxy. iii 491 [ad 126, oxyrhynchos]), it does not change the meaning of dispositions. the persons appointed heirs in the second degree are to acquire the property regardless of the age of the heirs in the first degree at the moment of their death. thus, it is not comparable to the roman substitution 22 . the discussed papyri could offer the explanation to the substitution clause in gaius Longinus castor's will, especially that we find almost identical disposition in one of local wills, P. Oxy. iii 491, 'if any of the three sons dies childless, his portion shall fall to his surviving brothers in equal parts'. the clause in gaius Longinus castor's will was probably composed under the influence of the local legal practice, but based on the roman pattern. 22 Vincenzo aranGio ruiZ interpreted the substitution clause in local wills as similar to substitutio pupilaris. see V. aranGio ruiZ, La successione testamentaria secondo i papiri grecoegizii, napoli 1906, pp. 90-94.
